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In situ investigation of dye adsorption on TiO2 films using a quartz

crystal microbalance with a dissipation techniquew
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Dye adsorption plays a crucial role in dye-sensitized solar cells.

Herein, we demonstrate an in situ liquid-phase analytical technique

to quantify in real time adsorption of dye and coadsorbates on flat

and mesoporous TiO2 films. For the first time, a molar ratio of

co-adsorbed Y123 and chenodeoxycholic acid has been measured.

Dye sensitized solar cells (DSCs) provide a viable alternative

to traditional semiconductor solar cells in that they have the

potential to harvest solar energy with high efficiency and at

low environmental and industrial costs.1 They are based

mainly on cheap and nontoxic materials, are roll-to-roll

compatible and offer short energy payback times.2 To date

the highest certified power conversion efficiency (PCE) for a

DSC using iodide/triiodide (I3
�/I�) electrolytes and a ruthenium

dye is 11.4% although Yella et al. have recently achieved

12.3% using a Co(II/III)tris(bipyridyl)-based redox electrolyte

in conjunction with a donor–p-bridge–acceptor (D–p–A) zinc

porphyrin dye as sensitizer and Y123 as cosensitizer.3–6

At the heart of the DSC is a self-assembled monolayer (SAM)

of dye molecules adsorbed on a high surface area mesoporous

TiO2 photoanode and infiltrated with an electrolyte containing

the redox shuttle molecule. Dye loading has been found to be

crucial for the DSC performance in three complementary ways.

First, the amount of the dye adsorbed on the TiO2 surface and its

extinction coefficient determine the fraction of sunlight that can

be harvested, which in turn affects the cell’s photocurrent (Jsc).

Second, the photo-excited dye has to efficiently inject electrons

into the semiconductor and must be regenerated by the redox

mediator in the electrolyte. For these processes to be efficient, it is

mandatory to have only a monolayer of dye on the surface and

avoid multilayer buildup through aggregation.5 Third, the dye

monolayer must act as a blocking layer that prevents recombina-

tion between the injected charge in the semiconductor and the

oxidized form of the redox couple in the electrolyte. In addition,

the recombination rate has been shown to decrease significantly

when using molecular coadsorbates like dineohexyl bis-

(3,3-dimethyl-butyl)-phosphonic acid or chenodeoxycholic acid

(cheno).7,8 The blocking layer becomes particularly important

when using Co2+/Co3+ or spiro-OMeTAD which offer higher

redox potential but suffer from faster recombination rates than

the two-electron (I3
�/I�) redox couple.6,9

Co-sensitization using multiple dyes of complementary

spectral absorption has been shown to be a promising

approach to improve PCE but is not yet fully understood.10

In addition to the combined optical absorption of the two dyes

there is a reported ‘‘concerto effect’’, which is likely to be

related to rearrangement of the dye molecules on the TiO2

surface, as well as to the formation of a more effective

recombination barrier. These results highlight the need for a

better understanding of the dye adsorption dynamics as well as

an optimization of the SAM of dye. However, most studies are

limited to optical absorption on mesoporous substrates, and a

more direct method is necessary to quantify the effect on dye

loading of dye and additive concentrations, solvent composition,

pH, temperature and adsorption–desorption cycling.11

Herein, we demonstrate a new in situ liquid-phase analytical

technique to quantify the amount, saturation time and adsorption

kinetics of dye uptake on flat and mesoporous TiO2 films using a

quartz microbalance with dissipation technique (QCM-D). By

directly measuring mass uptake, we can monitor sub-monolayers

of adsorbates independently of their optical properties, which

renders the QCM-D technique unique for its capability to

quantify not only dye, but also coadsorbates on flat films.

Moreover, sensitivity is high enough to obtain quantitative

measurements on flat surfaces enabling for the first time the

investigation of the actual adsorption process, independently of

the diffusion in the mesoporous film. This clear separation allows

for model systems that will help understand fundamental

processes in state-of-the-art DSCs. The technique is first demon-

strated by precise measurements of Z907Na and Y123 mass

uptake on atomic layer deposited (ALD) flat TiO2, and then on a

mesoporous nanoparticle film directly deposited on the quartz

crystal, where the signal increased by two orders of magnitude.z
The mass uptake measured was found to be in good agreement

with quantities obtained by complementary optical fluorescence

measurements. To the best of our knowledge, this constitutes the

first in situmeasurement of the adsorption of a sensitizer on a flat
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TiO2 film that is unrestricted by dye diffusion in the mesoporous

structure. To take further advantage of the potential of the

QCM-D technique, we determine the ratio between cheno and

Y123 when coadsorbed on a flat film, which is the first quanti-

fication of this kind.

QCM-D measurements have been developed and used

extensively in a variety of fields, e.g., biomolecule adsorption,

lipid membranes, polymer and corrosion science and cell–

surface interactions for the last 15 years.12–14 The operation

principle is that of a conventional quartz crystal microbalance,

measuring the shift of an electro-acoustic resonance frequency

upon mass loading. We use an E4 instrument from Q-Sense,

where the sensor is mounted in a temperature controlled

chamber and exposed to a constant flow of solvent or dye

solution on one side. Different solutions can be flowed through

the chamber, starting with a reference solution that will be

used as a baseline for the frequency shift, followed by sample

solutions containing the species of interest. Measured fre-

quency shifts depend on the adsorbed mass, the viscosity of

the overlying (bulk) liquid and the viscoelastic properties of

the adsorbed layer. Besides the fundamental resonance at

5 MHz, the QCM-D apparatus also measures overtones up

to 65 MHz and their energy dissipation (or damping), see

ESI.w In the measurements presented here, the dissipation is

constant during exposure to each of the reference or Z907

solutions used, falling back to its initial value upon rinsing.

This confirms that the adsorbates form a thin rigid layer on the

TiO2 substrate, vindicating the use of the Sauerbrey equation

that directly relates the frequency shift Df to the mass uptake

per unit area, Dm. In the case of our sensor this is given by

Dm = �17.5 Df n�1 Hz ng cm�2, where n is the overtone

number. Unless mentioned otherwise, all figures in this study

display the normalized shift of the 7th overtone at 35 MHz. The

quartz crystal sensors (QSX-301) were coated by ALD with a

65 nm thick TiO2 film that had an initial RMS roughness of

0.27 nm on a 40 nm frame (by AFM). The sensor is mounted in

a flow chamber (40 ml size) with its TiO2 side in contact with the

liquid pumped through at a rate of 100 ml min�1.

The red curve in Fig. 1(a) shows the most simple case of dye

uptake against a reference solution of tert-butanol : acetonitrile

(tBuOH : MeCN) 1 : 1 mixture, which is the same solvent used

for the dye (55 mM Z907 in tBuOH : MeCN mixture). In this

configuration, frequency shift relates to mass uptake only, not

to viscosity changes, since the influence of the latter is constant

through the measurement. During the first 3 min of the 30 min

exposure, the frequency decreases rapidly followed by a much

slower shift, indicating at least two different adsorption phases.

Upon rinsing for 30 min, there is 15–20% desorption of the

total uptake. The second exposure results in a fast uptake of an

amount similar to what was desorbed in the preceding rinsing

period. The final (2nd) rinsing results in qualitatively the same

behaviour as for the first one, apart from slower desorption

upon rinsing attaining a slightly lower plateau. The latter

corresponds to a small additional mass uptake during the

second exposure that is likely due to a rearrangement within

the SAM during the first rinsing, leading to a densification of

the dye monolayer upon the second exposure.

The experiment shown in Fig. 1(b) and all subsequent measure-

ments employed plain acetonitrile (MeCN) as a reference solvent.

The rational for this choice is that the latter is commonly used for

rinsing TiO2 films after dye loading during the preparation of

DSCs, reducing dye desorption due to the lower solubility of

Z907 in pure MeCN than in the tBuOH : MeCN mixture. The

dashed blue line in Fig. 1(b) shows a blank measurement of
tBuOH : MeCN mix against a MeCN reference. Here, the

frequency shift relates almost exclusively to bulk viscosity, and

upon rinsing with MeCN, the frequency shift returns to zero

within an error of 0.2 Hz. However, both solvent molecules do

adsorb on the surface, and tBuOH remains even after rinsing, see

Fig. S3 in the ESI.w Although their ratio cannot be obtained, the

fact that the baseline is not affected indicates that both species

have the same area weight. The solid blue line in Fig. 1(b) shows

an exposure to a 44 mM Z907 solution (in tBuOH : MeCN

mixture) against a MeCN reference. When switching from a

MeCN reference solution to a Z907 dye solution (blue), the dye

will attach to the surface with both of its –COOH groups,

replacing two MeCN molecules.15,16 The rest of the TiO2 under-

neath the dye will remain covered with solvent molecules.17

Moreover, MeCN molecules may be replaced by tBuOH mole-

cules, which will not change the area weight. The observed

frequency shift during exposure is due to simultaneous bulk

viscosity change and dye adsorption. After 20 min of exposure,

the shift has reached a plateau, indicating the presence of a

monolayer of molecules on the surface. During rinsing with the

MeCN reference the frequency shifts rapidly back due to the

change of viscosity of the solvent, but little desorption is

observed. After the second exposure, desorption is even less

Fig. 1 Frequency shift versus time upon two subsequent Z907Na dye

exposures against different references and blankmeasurement on a flat TiO2

film. (a) 55 mMZ907 in tBuOH : MeCN (1 : 1) against a tBuOH : MeCN

(1 : 1) reference (red line). (b) 44 mM Z907 in tBuOH : MeCN (1 : 1)

against a plain MeCN reference (solid blue), the dashed blue is the blank
tBuOH : MeCN (1 : 1) against a plain MeCN reference.
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pronounced and occurs over a longer time period. The final

frequency shift (6.2 Hz) is 5% larger than the shift after the first

exposure (5.9 Hz), indicating a small additional mass uptake, as

was also observed in Fig. 1(a). This is ascribed again to a

molecular rearrangement within the SAM during the first rinsing

and a densification of the dye molecule film upon the second

exposure. The difference of about 20% in the final frequency shift

between the red and the blue curve in Fig. 1 is mainly due to

better solubility and thus desorption of the dye in the mixture.

Measurements for different dye concentrations are shown in

Fig. 2. The inset shows frequency shifts versus time for a flat TiO2

film for two subsequent exposures of 30 min and 10 min to Z907

dye solution of concentrations from 0.0 mM to 45.0 mM in

a tBuOH : MeCN (1 : 1) mixture, using plain MeCN as a

reference. There is a clear increase of absolute final frequency

shift with increasing concentration, as well as an increase of the

adsorption rate (slope) during the first exposure. The outer Fig. 2

shows the absolute frequency shift Dfeq after 60 min rinsing

with the reference solution as a function of the concentration of

the dye solution. Red squares represent the same data as

shown in the inset, while blue squares are from an analogous

dataset obtained for two subsequent 10 min exposures.

The red curve is a fit with a Langmuir isotherm Dfeq =

(Dfmax)Keq,Z907cZ907/(1 + Keq,Z907cZ907) where Dfmax is the final

frequency shift for full coverage with a monolayer, Keq,Z907 is the

equilibrium adsorption constant and cZ907 is the Z907 dye

concentration in MeCN : tBuOH. While the Langmuir equation

describes our data well, the validity of the specific assumptions

underlying this model for the present case may be questioned.

However, we still pursue this analysis in order to compare with

literature data. Fitting the points in the concentration range from

0.0 mM to 65.0 mM gives Keq,Z907 = 5.1 � 0.3 � 106 M�1 and

Dfmax = 5.9 � 0.3 Hz. From the Sauerbrey equation this

corresponds to an area mass of 103 ng cm�2 yielding a Z907

concentration of 1.27 � 10�10 mol cm�2 assuming a flat surface

at full monolayer coverage, based on its molecular weight

MWZ907Na = 892 g mol�1 and MWMeCN = 41 g mol� for

MeCN. This in turn gives a projected area of 1.31 nm2 per

molecule. To confirm that the frequency shift is truly caused by

the dye itself, it was desorbed from the TiO2-surface after the

QCM-D measurement using a solution of tetrabutylammonium

hydroxide in dimethylformamide. The dye concentration was

quantified by comparing its fluorescence signal against a refer-

ence solution leading to a projected area of 1.26 nm2 per

molecule in excellent agreement with the value derived from

the QCM-D experiments. These values are also close to the area

of 1.6 nm2 determined for the N719 dye whose structure is

similar to that of Z907.18

The formal equilibrium adsorption constant Keq,Z907 = 5.1 �
106 M�1 is higher than previously published equilibrium adsorp-

tion constants for similar ruthenium dyes. Studies on N719 dye

adsorption19 in nanoparticle dispersions find a Keq,N719 = 0.12�
106 M�1 when sensitizing from an ethanol solution. This is

attributed to the difference in the dye structures affecting their

solubility and mode of interaction with the TiO2 surface. Finally,

it should be noted that for the Z907 concentration of 250 mM,

normally used for staining porous films in state-of-the-art DSCs,

the frequency shift for dye uptake on a flat film is only 5.5 Hz,

that is 0.4 Hz less than Dfmax above.

Fig. 3(a) shows QCM-D data for the organic D–p–A dye Y123

(green line) and for coadsorption of Y123 + cheno (orange line).

During the gap on the time axis there is a 30 min plus 10 min

exposure, see ESI.wHere, only the final frequency shift is displayed.

Fig. 2 Inset: frequency shift upon two subsequent Z907 exposures for

different concentrations of dye. Exposures of 30 min and 10 min with

Z907 concentrations from 0 mM to 45 mM in tBuOH : MeCN (1 : 1)

against a plain MeCN reference. Outer figure: final frequency shift as a

function of dye concentration and formally fitted Langmuir adsorp-

tion isotherm (red curve).

Fig. 3 Adsorption of organic D–p–A dye Y123 (0.1 mM) with or

without coadsorbate cheno (5.0 mM) in tBuOH : MeCN (1 : 1)

against a MeCN reference. (a) Final frequency shift after 30 min plus

10 min exposure (during break). (b) Fluorescence emission intensity

after desorbing the dye from the QCM-D sensor.
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The frequency shift of �12.7 Hz for Y123 corresponds to a mass

uptake of 222 ng cm�2. Assuming a flat substrate and an effective

molecular weight of MWY123 � MWMeCN = 1196 g mol�1, we

calculate a coverage of 1.86 � 10�10 mol cm�2, corresponding to

an area of 0.9 nm2 per molecule in a dense monolayer. The

orange line in Fig. 3(a) shows the final frequency shift after

exposure to 0.1 mM Y123 + 5.0 mM cheno in tBuOH : MeCN

(1 : 1). For further analysis Y123 and Y123 + cheno were

desorbed from the sensors after the QCM-D measurement and

their fluorescence emission intensities were compared, see

Fig. 3(b). From the 24% decrease in fluorescence observed for

the Y123 + cheno sample, one can infer that cheno reduces the

Y123 surface concentration by the same percentage. Since both

Y123 and cheno bind to the surface via one carboxylic acid,

coadsorption results in a decrease in dye uptake. Taking this into

account for the mass uptake, we calculate that of the 15.0 Hz

shift measured for Y123 + cheno, only 9.7 Hz can be attributed

to Y123 and 5.3 Hz to cheno. Assuming a thin rigid film on a flat

surface, this corresponds to a coverage of 1.42� 10�10 mol cm�2

for Y123 and 2.63� 10�10 mol cm�2 for cheno, corresponding to

a molar ratio of 1 : 1.7 for Y123 to cheno when both are

coadsorbed at the surface.

Fig. 4 shows QCM-D measurements on a 2 mm thick

mesoporous TiO2 film screen-printed directly onto the sensor,

displaying dye loading from a 250 mM Z907 dye solution in
tBuOH : MeCN (1 : 1) against a MeCN reference. The dark

blue line is the frequency shift for the 15 MHz QCM reso-

nance, which shows a final frequency shift of 103 Hz that

relates to molecules adsorbed during exposure. The ratio

between adsorption-related signal and bulk liquid-related

signal is 1000 : 50, compared to a ratio of 6 : 40 as observed

for flat films. Note also the much longer time scale compared

to the flat film. The light blue line is the frequency response

of the 55 MHz overtone. Although the behaviour of the

frequency shifts for the mesoporous samples will need further

analysis to extract all the contained information, we have

strong indications that the observed frequency shifts on meso-

porous films are due to three effects: mass uptake, bulk

viscosity change, and a change of fluid dynamics inside the

mesoporous film related to pore size diminution by adsorbed

molecules. From measurements on thicker films up to 10 mm,

we can estimate that the shear wave amplitude decays com-

pletely within the first 2 mm of the mesoporous film. Further

QCM-D measurements on mesoporous TiO2 films will be

subject to a separate study.

In conclusion, we demonstrated a new in situ liquid-phase

analytical technique to quantify the amount, saturation time

and kinetics of dye uptake on flat and mesoporous TiO2 films

using a quartz microbalance with dissipation technique. Future

studies will entail fundamental investigations into surface

rearrangements of the adsorbed dye monolayer, including high

resolution microscopy. Furthermore, the loading of meso-

porous films and the possibility to monitor nano-scale fluid

dynamics will be explored with respect to possible sensing

applications as well as its relevance for dye-sensitized solar cells.
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